
RxEAP Minutes 
July 20, 2018 
Attending:  Sheriff Steve Whisnant, Dr. Edward Plyler, Rita Gallagher, Carol Ervin, Joe Marks, 
Kim James 
 

I.  Reviewed minutes from January 2018 meeting - no questions/comments. 
II. Dropboxes - there are three new dropboxes in Burke County (Table Rock Pharmacy, 

Cannon Pharmacy, Rock Drug Store) and the dropbox for Morganton Dept of Public 
Safety is being replaced. 

III. Burke Neighbors Helping Neighbors - the May event at BUCM allowed for the 
distribution of 275 lockboxes in three hours and over $3,000 (street value) worth of 
medications was collected.  The July event at the Hildebran Library/Senior Center 
allowed for the distribution of 25 lockboxes in three hours and a minimal amount of 
medication was collected. 

IV. Good Samaritan Video - this is still in the process of being completed due to staff 
turnover 

V. Youth Outreach - Burke Recovery has launched a new parent-education program called 
Age Matters which will roll out with the start of the 2018-19 school year and is geared 
towards PTOs and booster clubs. 

VI. Prevention Grant (Community Foundation of Burke County) - Burke Recovery is seeking 
a grant to continue funding community outreach for prevention efforts.  Included in the 
grant are multiple community partners, thus emphasizing collaboration. 

VII. Open Discussion 
A. Vapes - there was a case in Caldwell County involving an elderly woman who got 

arsenic poisoning from vape use. Dr. E. Plyler 
B. Meth - use in Burke County has increased because it is cheaper than heroin. 

The current mode of import into the county involves two separate containers, 
neither of which test positive for meth, but when mixed together, create meth. 
Sheriff S. Whisnant 

C. Prevention Funding - the State is working on a new PFS grant application to 
include two substances not referenced in the last grant.  The current thoughts are 
trending towards alcohol and marijuana. K. James 

D. Lockboxes and Lock Your Meds Campaign - breaking and entering in Burke 
County has plummeted, the potential reason is attributed to the LYM campaign. 
Sheriff S. Whisnant 

E. Pain Prescriptions - Opioid prescriptions for acute pain are only written, per 
CHS-Blue Ridge policy, for five days; post-op for seven days; and then the 
patient must see the provider in order to obtain a refill.  Dr. E. Plyler 

F. Referrals - Carol Ervin (CHS-BR) and Kim James (Burke Recovery) are to 
discuss referral options and how to streamline the process.  Kim will also reach 
out to the provider manager for access and advice on the best way to approach 
this project. 



G. Outreach Ideas - create a RxEAP score card including the number of 
adolescents being treated. Dr. E. Plyler 

H. Value of Prevention - it is important to remember that one life changed equals the 
prevention of all sorts of future cime, pain, loss, etc...the domino effect. Sheriff S. 
Whisnant 

I. Young Women - there is a trend of lots of young women are trading sex for drugs 
and more.  Sheriff S. Whisnant 

J. LEAD (Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion) - this program will go into effect 
September/October and will be facilitated by a coordinator through CVBH. 
Sheriff S. Whisnant 

K. The question was asked and openly discussed with no real identified solution, 
therefore the question should remain on the table: “What about the kids?”  How 
do we impact parent in active substance us or other dangerous situations.  The 
referenced story was about the father who set fire to his mobile home with the 
children inside.  Sheriff S. Whisnant 
 


